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Interferometric methods in diagnostics of polarization singularities
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An interferometric technique for analysis of a polarization singular skeleton (s contours andC points! of an
optical vector field is elaborated. It was shown that complete characteristics ofC points ands contours may be
reconstructed from interferometric data. Some examples of elaborated interferometric technique application to
the analysis of randomly polarized speckle-fields singularities are presented.
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I. APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM

The problem of the analysis of zero-amplitude singu
points and lines in two-dimensional~2D!, lines and surfaces
in 3D in optical fields~‘‘singular optics’’! has received grea
attention since 1974, when J. Nye and M. Berry had es
lished and analyzed theoretically the existence of phase
gularities of optical fields in the form of wave-front disloc
tions @1#.

The set~system! of optical singularities may be consid
ered as a peculiar skeleton of electromagnetic field@2–7,12–
18#. In other words, the characteristics of optical singularit
define the qualitative behavior of an electromagnetic field
its every point. The most complicated type of singularities
the polarization singularities intrinsic to vector fields@2–11#.

To formulate precisely the problem of polarization sing
larities diagnostics of an optical vector field with arbitra
complexity, let us briefly overview the state-of-art of th
problem for optical fields. The singularities of uniformly po
larized fields represent common vortices, and they are
scribed adequately by the scalar theory@19#. All of them can
be identified and measured by the two-beam interferom
@19–23#. The variety of polarization singularities is wide
@2#. There are two types of generic~stationary stable! singu-
larities in the cross section of the propagating beam:~i! s
contours—the closed loops with linear polarization of t
electrical-field vector along them~the rotation direction of
the field vector is indefinite!, ~ii ! C points positioned in area
with left-hand polarization~LHP! or right-hand polarization
~RHP! ~the polarization azimuth is indefinite!. s contours are
the borders between the domains of LH and RH polarizat
Each C point possesses a singularity indexI c561/2. The
sign of this index depends on the direction of rotation
ellipses located in theC-point vicinity during its path tracing
in any direction. The index equals11/2 or 21/2 if the axes
rotate in the same direction or in the opposite direction@2#.
There arises the problem of singular diagnostics of vec
fields with variation from point to point.

It is well known that the measuring of field phase is ve
important for the investigation of characteristics of singula
ties in the scalar field. Of course, this also concerns polar
tion singularities. The measured polarization characteris
in the singularity points and in the closed areas under tr
tional polarimetry techniques may be practically indist
guishable. It is not possible to differentiate with absolu
authenticitys contours (C points! and the field zones wher
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elliptical polarization is close to the linear~circular! one.
Therefore, our task was to elaborate on the general in

ferometric technique for the polarization singularity diagno
tics for an optical vector field. We also show here that t
phase measurements may be important for polarization
gularities.

The following approach was used to solve this task:~i!
application of the known technique of ‘‘fork’’ interferometr
@19–23# to the analysis ofs singularities of arbitrary vector
fields using their ‘‘scalar’’ linear-polarized projections wit
smoothly changeable azimuth from one projection to oth
~ii ! use of the known circular polarizer@24# for separation of
the LHP circular orthogonal field component or the RHP o
of a vector field.

II. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS AND EXPERIMENTAL
PROCEDURE

A. Reconstruction of s-contour characteristics

Let us consider a vector field under paraxial approxim
tion. The schematic view of such an optical field structure
some areas is presented in Fig. 1. The closeds contour and
three C points inside it are shown. Let us decompose t
vector field in theEx ,Ey components along theX andY axes,
correspondingly. We are sure that in the multitude of poi
of the s contour, there are the points, saya andb, in which
the direction of electrical-field vibration is parallel to theX
and Y axes, respectively,Ex

(a)5” 0, Ey
(a)50, and Ex

(b)50,
Ey

(b)5” 0. Therefore, these points may be considered as
points whereEy , Ex components possess the wave-fro
dislocations correspondingly. To define their positions, it
enough to extract the component with wave-front dislo
tions by polarizer@2,11# and to organize the interference o
this polarization projection with the same polarized referen
beam. Rotation of the polarizer within thep limits gives the
positions of all points of thes set. Note that the measureme
accuracy of positions ofs contour points does not depen
considerably on the magnitude of intensity alongs-contour
in contrast to the conventional polarization measureme
@10#.

The directs-contour diagnostics can be realized in t
optical scheme presented in detail in Fig. 2.

The function of an analyzerA is twofold: ~i! Separation of
the linearly polarized projection of a vector field with th
some azimuth for ‘‘finding’’ the corresponding points ofs
©2002 The American Physical Society02-1
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contours as the zero-amplitude points.~ii ! Selection of the
same linearly polarized component from the circularly pol
ized reference beam to realize the off-axis interference.
zero-amplitude points will manifest themselves as branch
points of interference fringes.

The results of some polarization speckle diagnostics
presented in Fig. 3. The analyzer was turned step by ste
the 200 angle in thep interval and two-beam off-axis inter
ferograms were fixed by a camera. Three selected situat

FIG. 1. Schematic view of typical realization of polarizatio
singularities with closeds contour. There are three points~a! among
the multitude ofs-contour points, in which the field vibration i
parallel to theX axis and two points~b!, in which the vibration is
polarized along theY axis. All polarization ellipses insides contour
are left handed. Three left-hand circular polarizedC points exist
inside thes contour. Two of them possess a singular indexI c5
21/2, and the last one has an indexI c511/2. Therefore, the tota
singular index equalsI c

tot521/2. One outer right-hand polarize
ellipse is also shown. The areaA bounded by a circle will be used in
Fig. 4 for a description of the elaborated technique.
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and the corresponding directions of analyzer azimuth
given in Figs. 3~a!–3~c!. Figure 3~d! presents the result o
the reconstruction of the closeds contour from interferomet-
ric measurements.

B. Interferometric technique for C-point identification

It seems from the first point of view, that the most dire
way for C-point detection is intensity measurements by us
a circular analyzer@24#. Then RHPC points would manifest
as zero-amplitude points after the use of a left-hand circu
analyzer and vice versa. But this simple procedure used
Hajnal @10# is effective only for relatively simple vecto
fields formed by the superposition of a limited number
plane waves. The analysis of the polarized speckle fie
where the local-field characteristics change smoothly
‘‘stochastically’’ from point to point, is much more compli
cated. Indeed, there are extended dark areas in this field
their intensity is nonzero. The existence of inevitable sc

FIG. 2. Experimental setup for analysis of all stationary gene
polarization singularities (s contours andC points!. Linearly polar-
ized light of He-Ne laser~633 nm! is launched into Mach-Zehnde
interferometer with the upper reference and lower signal arms.1

and BS2 are beam splitters. 95% of laser energy is directed into
signal arm. BS2 is the 50% beam splitter. M1 and M2 are the 100%
mirrors. Thel/4 plate after BS1 transforms the linearly polarized
reference beam into a circular one. ObjectivesL1 and L2 and a
pinhole PH form an expanded clean beam. 83 micro-objectiveL3

launches linearly polarized laser beam into 10 cm multimode fi
MF. ObjectiveL4 forms the investigated polarization speckle fie
at the observation planeP. The front focal plane ofL4 coincides
with the output end of the fiber. The far zone field is formed ju
after L4. The additionall/4 plate may be introduced in the objec
tive arm forC-points analysis.
are
FIG. 3. The interferometric analysis of ans contour.~a!–~c! represent the ‘‘fork’’ interferograms. Orientations of the analyzer axis
shown in the upper-right corners. White circles mark the localization ofs contour points. The reconstructed closeds contour is presented in
Fig. 3~d!.
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tered light from imperfections of optical scheme eleme
and scheme adjustment errors leads to additional difficu
for direct localization ofC points in such a simple way.

We have elaborated a universal and precise interferom
technique for the identification ofC points in the direct way.
To do this, an additionall/4 plate is inserted into the setu
after the fiber, as it is shown in Fig. 2. It transforms t
elliptically polarized field into the linearly polarized on
along some line, where the directions of the polarization
lipse axes coincide with the main directions of the inser
l/4 plate. In other words, it ‘‘selects’’ from the sea of pola
ization ellipses in the area investigated the submultitude
ellipses with fixed azimuth, which degenerate into a line.
a consequence, others contours are formed after thel/4
plate. We will call the multitude of them the ‘‘azimuth lines,’’
or shortly,a lines. Note that the azimuth of linear polariz
tion along thea line is defined by the ratio of axes magnitud
of polarization ellipses in the same points of the field bef
passing thel/4 plate. It is clear that rotation of thel/4 plate
will give an infinite family of sucha lines. An absolute ma-
jority of them cross both thes contours and allC points
inside it, because eachC point and totality ofs contour
points possess all possible azimuths. Therefore, eachC point
represents itself as theequiazimuthstar like each singula
point in a scalar field is theequiphasestar @1,13#. This non-
trivial property is the key moment for the proposed tec
nique. The schematic view of the part of thes contours pre-

FIG. 4. Schematic view of part of thes contour shown in Fig. 1
~A area! with C21/2 point inside it.~a! Two equiazimuth linesa1

anda2 are formed by different orientation ofl/4 plate. Azimuths of
linear polarization in the crossings ofa lines (g1 , g2 , b1, andb2

correspondingly! ands contour coincide with the main directions o
l/4 plate for both orientations of it.~b! a lines are formed by the se
of the ellipses with the same direction of major axis. Whena lines
crossC point, the chosen polarization azimuthg i changes onp/2
angle and transforms into azimuthb i . ~c! Reconstructed polariza
tion ellipse in chosen point ofa2 line.
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sented in Fig. 1 surrounding oneC point with an index
21/2 is shown in Fig. 4.

The a lines possess one peculiarity, which reminds us
the behavior of the equiphase lines, which executep jump
while crossing the singular point. Namely, the direction
the major polarization axis makesp/2 jump while crossing
the Ci point @Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!#

b i1g i5p/2, ~1!

whereb i ,g i are the azimuths of polarization ellipses alo
ai line.

Some properties of these lines are evident:~i! all C points
have to be connected by alla lines,~ii ! the chosen azimuth is
defined by the azimuth of linear polarization in the point os
contour, which ‘‘belongs’’ to the givena line @see Fig. 4~a!#.
It has been emphasized that these azimuths coincide with
given main directions of thel/4 plate. The ratio of polariza-
tion ellipses axes~reconstruction of it! in some point of thea
line may be easily obtained by the direct projection of t
linearly polarized field vibration in this point on the ma
directions of thel/4 plate@see Fig. 4~c!#. It is necessary for
the determination of the singular indices for the foundC
points. To do this, we have to follow the rotation directio
of major axes of at least three polarization ellipses in vicin
to C points during its path tracing@2#.

To realize this technique, we have used a circular analy
inserted in the signal arm withp/4 orientation of its axis in
respect to the direction of theA analyzer’s axis. Such experi
mental arrangement allows us to visualizeC points in areas,
for example, with the right-hand polarization. That is po
sible due to the formation of wave-front dislocations inC
points in the polarization projection after analyzerA. Rota-
tion of thel/4 plate~or analyzerA) on the6p/2 angle leads
to visualization ofC points in the areas with left-hand pola
ization. Note that simultaneous rotation of thel/4 plate and
the analyzerA on any angle leaves the polarization proje
tion without changes. Rotation of the analyzerA on some
angle ~orientation of thel/4 plate remains unchanged!,
which differs from 6p/2 leads to a shift of the vortice
alonga lines separated by orientation of thel/4 plate. Vor-
tices move towards the otherC point, cross it when a rotation
angle is equal to6p/2. Of course, such vortex motion ma
be identified as the corresponding one of an interfere
fork. Change of orientation of thel/4 plate leads to vortex
motion alonga lines with other azimuths. Thus, the family o
FIG. 5. ~a!–~c! are selected ‘‘fork’’ interferograms for an analyzer angles, which are equal to 00, 450, and 1350; ~d! Represents a piece
of the reconstructeda1 line.
2-3
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FIG. 6. ~a!–~c! are selected ‘‘fork’’ interferograms for analyzer angles, which are equal to 00, 450, and 1350; ~d! Represents a piece o
the reconstructeda2 line.
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a lines ~for example, linesa1 and a2 in Fig. 4! may be
obtained.

The determined equiazimuth linesa1 anda2 needed for
C points’ identification together with the some fork interfer
grams are presented in Figs. 5 and 6, correspondingly.
interferograms were fixed for an analyzer orientation an
changed steplike with a 200 interval. When azimuth of an
analyzer is changed, the branching points of interfere
forks trace two variousa lines, which obligatorily intersec
in C points.

An example of the identification of chosenC points is
presented in Fig. 7. It can be seen from Fig. 7~b! that polar-
ization ellipses rotate in the opposite direction to the dir
tion of path tracing, i.e., the singular index of consideredC
points equalsI c521/2.

The elaborated technique possesses much more ge
sense than the measurement of the singular field skel
only, because it allows us to measure all characteristics

FIG. 7. ~a! Represents the general arrangement ofs contour,C
point inside it and two equiazimuth linesa1 and a2. The detailed
structure of orientations of polarization ellipses’ major axes in
C-point vicinity is shown in large scale in circles~b! and ~c!, re-
spectively.~b! Represents the orientation of linear polarization a
muth of three chosen points ona1 anda2 lines.~c! Shows direction
of rotation of polarization axes duringC-point path tracing.
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polarization ellipse in each point~p! of vector field. To do
this, we need to make the following manipulations:~i! to
reconstruct thes contours~intrinsic to the investigated are
of a field! initially without thel/4 plate in the signal arm;~ii !
to insert thel/4 plate and to find thea line, which goes
through this point;~iii ! to measure azimuthw1 for the corre-
spondings contour point by the analyzerA; it gives the ori-
entation of the polarization ellipse major axis;~iv! to mea-
sure azimuthw2 by the analyzerA when the interference fork
reaches this very point (p). Then, the investigated ellips
possesses the major axis with azimuthw1 and ellipticity is
defined by the anglew2. The measured characteristics give
totality all parameters of the polarization ellipse under inv
tigation, namely, the orientation of ellipse axes and the ra
of their magnitudes.

The elaborated technique possesses the self-depen
value for the broad field of important polarimetric problem
The investigation with high-space resolution of polarizati
structure in the low-intensity areas may be an example o
This is urgent for the investigation of vector fields formed
‘‘weak-depolarizing’’ scatterers, because the ‘‘damage’’
primary polarization takes place in these areas.

The obtained experimental results are a successful atte
of the complete analysis of fine singular structure of irregu
optical vector speckle field.

III. CONCLUSION

Two-beam interferometric technique, or space phase
etry, for the diagnostics of all types of the polarization fie
singularities~characteristics ofs contours andC points! has
been elaborated. It is based on transformation of the ellipt
polarization into the linear one with any azimuth, which c
be defined with high preciseness. In this way, this opera
reduces the problem of a vector field analysis to the anal
of the totality of scalar field realizations. It is elaborated
detail and is based on well-known ‘‘fork’’ interferometry
The equiazimuth lines have been introduced for singula
analysis. Their parameters and crossing points define the
sition of C points with circular polarization and their singula
indices. The elaborated technique enables us to measur
actual characteristics of a polarization ellipse in each poin
a vector field. The experimental setup is described. The
ample of the determination of the polarization speckle-fiel
singular skeleton is presented.
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